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Denmark. In a great step forward for the fight against fossil fuels, Denmark has 

pledged to end new oil and gas exploration in the North Sea, effective immediately, 

and phase out its 55 already-extant oil and gas platforms by 2050. (Pictured: the 

Danish flag) “We’re the European Union’s biggest oil producer and this decision will 

therefore resonate around the world,” said Danish climate minister Dan Jørgensen. 

“We are now putting a final end to the fossil era.” This is a very big deal. Many nations 

have pledged to cut their own emissions to net zero, but Denmark is the first nation to pledge to stop producing fossil 

fuels to sell to other people. The pressure is now on for other emissions-cutting but fossil fuel-producing European 

countries like Norway and the UK to follow their lead. Spectacular news! For more, see tinyurl.com/FossilFreeDenmark.  

 

Singapore. In another world first, US-based company Eat Just has won regulatory approval in Singapore to sell its lab-

grown chicken bites. This is a separate thing from the (also awesome) plant-based meats from Beyond Meat and 

Impossible Burger. The Eat Just chicken bites are biochemically identical to chicken. They’re chicken flesh made of 

chicken cells with chicken DNA. But no actual chickens were killed to make them: the cells were grown in a 1,200-liter 

bioreactor, with the original starting cells taken from a biopsy of a live chicken. (The growth medium for the cells does 

currently include some ingredients from cow blood, but this will be replaced with a plant-based serum in the next 

production line). In short, this is the dawn of no-kill meat: a huge milestone. If the world transitioned its food supply to 

plant-based and no-kill meat, it would both prevent immense animal suffering and greatly reduce the amount of land 

and emissions needed for agriculture. Look for these climate-friendly and pro-animal welfare products to be coming to a 

supermarket near you in the coming years! For more, see tinyurl.com/NoKillChickenBites.  

 

Maine. December 2020 in Maine is already shaping up to be a month of 

climate action! On December 1st, Janet Mills’ multi-sectoral Maine Climate 

Council delivered its report: Maine Won’t Wait: A Four Year Plan for 

Climate Action. It’s awesome, really showing that Maine is doing the work 

to prepare for and do its bit to fight the climate crisis. The plan covers all 

bases, from accelerating the transition to electric vehicles through 

conducting an inventory of carbon-storing lands and waters. Check it out and download at climatecouncil.maine.gov/! 

https://tinyurl.com/FossilFreeDenmark
https://tinyurl.com/NoKillChickenBites
https://climatecouncil.maine.gov/
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China. For decades, the Chinese 

government has used planes and 

(ironically) anti-aircraft guns to seed 

clouds with silver iodide and liquid 

nitrogen, helping precipitate water 

droplets into rain. (For context, the US 

used similar technology during the 

Vietnam War to increase rainfall over 

North Vietnamese territory). China’s 

program has mostly been used on a 

local, case-by-case level, to respond to 

droughts or get rain out of the way 

before big events like the Olympics. However, on December 2nd, the Chinese cabinet announced a rapid expansion of the 

program. They plan for the artificial precipitation program to be expanded to cover at least 2.1 million square miles of 

land by 2025, an area 1.5 times the size of all of India. Furthermore, Chinese scientists are working on a “Tianhe” or “Sky 

River” program to divert water from the Yangtze River basin northward to become rain for the often drought-stricken 

Yellow River basin. This program appears to be peaceful and domestic-focused, and may greatly aid the people of 

northern China, but there are two major concerns. First, major rivers like the Mekong, Salween, and Brahmaputra begin 

in Chinese territory, and reducing rainfall around their sources could lead to low flows in Southeast Asia. Second, if the 

Chinese government ever decides that global heating is a serious, immediate threat to China, they may build on this 

conceptual base of local weather modification to launch a unilateral planet-wide geoengineering program, perhaps by 

spraying sulfur aerosols in the stratosphere. For more on this disquieting story, see tinyurl.com/ChinaSkyRiver.  

 

Greenland. As previously reported by this newslette on August 26th 2020, researchers have found that the melting of 

the Greenland Ice Sheet appears irreversible. Glaciers near the sea that acted as critical “dams” holding in the rest of the 

ice sheet have already melted, leading to more and more ice flowing into the sea. Even if healthy snow levels returned, 

the geophysical boundaries of the ice sheet have been shifted so far that Greenland would still lose ice. Greenland’s ice 

sheet is currently the number one contributor to sea level rise, and this augurs more shifting shorelines in the world’s 

future. For more, see https://tinyurl.com/GreenlandIceLoss.   

https://tinyurl.com/ChinaSkyRiver
https://tinyurl.com/GreenlandIceLoss
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Ginkgo Trees. On Earth, there are five lineages of plants that produce seeds. 

One is the angiosperms, all flowering plants in the world. One is the conifers, all 

pines, firs, spruces, and their evergreen ilk. Another of those five great lineages, 

amazingly, has only one species left-Ginkgo biloba, the ginkgo tree. Ginkgo trees 

(pictured: ginkgo leaves) are thus absolutely unique, a long, spindly, lone branch on 

the tree of life. The species had evolved its current form as early as 60 million years 

ago, but by the end of the last ice age 11,000 years ago, flowering plants had 

grown to dominate the planet’s forests and there were only a few small ginkgo 

populations left in subtropical regions of China. It’s unclear whether those 

remnants have survived, making the trees critically endangered or possibly extinct 

in the wild-in its native range. Yet the species thrives. How? Buddhist monks cultivated the tree, and in the 1680s, the 

melodiously named German naturalist Engelbert Kaempfer brought some ginkgo seeds from a monastery in Nagasaki to 

Europe (and incidentally gave us the strange spelling due to a clerical error). Ginkgoes were a popular garden and park 

plant, and spread rapidly. Today, they’re one of the most common species on the US East Coast-there are two in front of 

Bailey Hall at the University of Southern Maine in Gorham, where this writer went to college. Ginkgoes are very well 

adapted for the Anthropocene: their roots can thrive under concrete and they appear highly stress-resistant. Amidst the 

tragedies of biodiversity loss and habitat destruction, it’s good the remember the capability of humanity to be 

supporters and even saviors of the nature world. For more on this story, see tinyurl.com/TheEpicofGingkos.  

 

14 Nations’ Oceans. In December 2020, after two years of policy discussions and scientific research as part of the 

High Level Panel for a Sustainable Ocean Economy, 14 nations agreed to a set of far-reaching new policies to protect and 

sustainably develop their ocean territories. This coalition of the willing includes Australia, Canada, Chile, Fiji, Ghana, 

Indonesia, Jamaica, Japan, Kenya, Mexico, Namibia, Norway, Palau, and Portugal. They together represent 40% of the 

world’s coastline, 30% of offshore exclusive economic zones (ocean under one country’s domain, as opposed to the 

international high seas) and 20% of both the world fisheries and world shipping fleets. They have now all agreed to set 

aside 30% of their ocean territories as marine protected areas (notably including Japan, which previously seemed quite 

anti-MPA!) and “sustainably manage” 100% of their oceans by 2025. That will of course be open to interpretation and 

dependent upon enforcement, but it’s still spectacular news that so many nations are placing common-sense ocean 

health at the forefront of policymaking! For more, see tinyurl.com/14LeadingOceanNations and oceanpanel.org/.  

https://tinyurl.com/TheEpicofGingkos
https://tinyurl.com/14LeadingOceanNations
https://www.oceanpanel.org/

